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Senate Committee on Economic Development and Technology  
 
February 13, 2011 
Conference Room 016 
2:30pm 
 
Committee on EDT 
Senator Carol Fukunaga, Chair 
Senator Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair 
 
Chair Fukunaga, Vice Chair Wakai, Members of the Committee,  
 
My name is Chris Lee and as a private citizen, motion picture producer, and the 
Founder and Director of the Academy for Creative Media at UH, thank you for the 
opportunity to testify today in support of the intent of SB 2111 SD 1 relating to 
Film and Digital Media Industry Development.  
 
SB 2111,SD 1 deserves your support because it recognizes that Hawaii needs to 
keep pace with the opportunities of the broad spectrum of the creative media 
industries in film, television and digital production. SB 2111 SD 1 recognizes our 
growing success as a production hub and take things to the next level with a pro-
active approach to this industry and a matrix of incentives. 
 
In 2010, Hollywood spent over $400 million dollars in Hawaii producing an 
unprecedented number of films, including the Oscar-nominated The 
Descendants, Pirates of the Caribbean 4, Journey to the Center of the Earth 2, 
Battleship, Just Go With It, Soul Surfer, Hereafter, and The Tempest as well as 
the television series Hawaii Five-O and Off the Map.  
 
As impressive as that number is, we left a lot of money and jobs on the table.  
 
Why? Because we did not have the studio space, post production or visual 
effects facilities to provide the full services this industry demands. Why are we 
willing to settle for half of the pie? 
 
Big-budget pictures like Pirates 4, Battleship, and Journey 2 shot their exteriors 
here, but then went to places like North Carolina, Los Angeles and Louisiana to 
build their sets, shoot their interiors, and execute post production, including one 
of the biggest parts of any blockbuster’s budget, special effects.  Worse, 
television shows like Steven Spielberg’s Terra Nova had to shoot in Australia 
because we did not have the capacity to accommodate them here. 
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This $400 million dollar year was not an anomaly.  
 
It was a clear indication that Hawaii could have a billion dollar industry – 
generated both from Hollywood and locally – through the right combination of 
responsible incentives, dedicated infrastructure, broader development of our own 
IP workforce, and a global perspective. 
 
This industry is not a fad but also not something that will just happen without the 
active management of our state. It’s already a winner for us. The right incentives 
are an investment that ripple through our economy and provide an international 
marketing advantage for our number one industry, tourism. We enjoy a natural 
competitive advantage with our talented local students and a lifestyle that few 
locations can offer the discerning creative classes. 
 
Hawaii has been blessed with long running shows filmed entirely in our state, 
starting with Five-0, Magnum, Five-0 2.0 and now The River. Our blue skies, 
beaches and jungles along with a great crew base make us the premiere tropical 
location in the world, and give us a base line of production activity.  
 
If all we aspired to is being “Hollywood’s Tropical Backlot” as we used to 
advertise ourselves, it’s probably sufficient to just continue providing location 
services, help with permitting, and assistance with processing tax credits at 
existing levels. 
 
But now that we know this is a business which can have a $400 million year as 
we saw in 2010, how do we get this to be a billion dollar a year industry that is a 
true jobs creation pillar of our state rather than just a diversification of our 
economy? 
 
We get there be recognizing what other states and countries have done in 
successfully managing this business – we must move beyond a “one size fits all” 
approach to a full tool belt of incentives, workforce development, proactive 
engagement with the global content creation industry and enhanced efforts to 
hire and support our own people, local talent and original IP digital media 
companies. 
 
Take a look at Florida, http://www.filminflorida.com/ifi/incentives.asp, with their 
variety of incentives that differentiate between big budget tv and movies and 
digital and emerging media – including specific local hire requirements that 
recognize the difference between the employment needs of an animation or 
game or post production studio with permanent facilities and staff and a movie 
that just shoots on location for a few weeks or months.  They’re both vital, but 
they’re not equal in needs or execution. 
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Look at Connecticut, which not only uses their incentives to attract television 
shows and movies, but was able to get the animation studio responsible for the 
Ice Age, Rio and Horton Hears a Who to relocate to Stamford,  thereby creating  
over 400 jobs for Connecticut’s citizens. This was accomplished by a 
determination of the executive branch to use legislative authority to build a new 
industry in that state. 
(http://www.ctmirror.org/story/14236/blue-sky-studio-expand-again-state-aid). 
 
Hawaii to get past waiting for Hollywood to green light shows that need our 
jungles and beaches and follow the example of places like Singapore 
(http://www.mda.gov.sg/Pages/Home.aspx) whose Media Development Authority 
incentivized George Lucas to move his video game and animation division from 
San Francisco to that island nation and create over 400 jobs for local 
Singaporeans. Their MDA has also overseen the building of a studio complex, 
anchors several film funds, attracted numerous other visual effects companies 
and, in a place half the size of Oahu, has 9 film schools. 
 
And we cannot forget our own filmmakers and game makers and animators, 
most of whom have not been able to access the level of incentives currently in 
place under Act 88.  What cannot rely on an incentive structure that seems to 
work almost solely for big Hollywood studios and networks and  does little to 
support local filmmakers on a budget. Nor can we fail to recognize the 
exponential growth of the video game industry (now SIX times bigger than films) 
or internet based production. The Big Island’s Ryan Higa is the single biggest 
media star our state has ever produced and he did it from his Hilo bedroom via 
Youtube at a time when Act 88 specifically doesn’t even support “internet 
distributed” product. 
 
This bill, and a number of others similar to it introduced this session, has the 
opportunity to exponentially expand Hawaii’s film, television, and digital media 
industries providing far more living wage jobs for our talented, local workforce 
and IP creators. 
 
For all these reasons and more, I support the intent of SB2111, SD1, and thank 
you again for the opportunity to testify. 
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I would like to voice my support for SB 2415, which transfers title of land from the University of Hawaii to the High 
Technology Development Corporation (HTDC). 

Currently, HTDC provides office and conference room facilities to both young companies and business organizations. 
I have attended several events at HTDC, and appreciate the value that this team and their facilities brings to the local 
business community. By transferring title to HTDC, HTDC will then be better able to ensure their presence in Hawaii, 
maintain a location and facilities from which to perform their duties and host valuable events, and generate some 
much-needed revenue from facilities rentals. 

Please support this bill. There are very few organizations in Hawaii that truly support economic growth in the manner 
that HTDC can and does. By providing them with ownership and control of their facilities, you will be helping to 
ensure their continued existance and effectiveness. 

Thank you,
Jason Rushin
Founder, HulaCopter LLC
437 Opihikao Place
Honolulu, HI 96825
808-778-2860
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Local Hiring Requirements: State Film Incentives/Credits Rebates 
Currently, 40 states and Puerto Rico offer motion picture incentives. ! These incentives include tax 

credits, rebates and exemptions. Twenty-one of these jurisdictions either have a local hire 

requirement in order to receive the incentive or have an increased award for hiring local residents. 

• Five states (CO, FL, 10, MN and 1X) have a local hire requirement in order to receive the 

incentive. In Colorado for example, at least 25 percent of the workforce must be Colorado 

residents in order for a project to meet state incentive guidelines. In Texas, 70 percent of the 

cast and crew must be Texas residents unless it is determined and certified bi the Texas Film 

Commission mat a sufficient number of qualified cast and crew are not available. Minnesota 

requires that an eligible project must fill three of me following five positions with a current 

Minnesota resident: producer, director, director of photography, writer or line producer. 

• Fifteen states and Puerto Rico offer a supplementaty award for hiring local residents. In 

Alaska, the base credit is 30 percent. Wages paid ro Alaska residents receive an additional 10 

percent credit. Oregon offers a base credit of 20 percent and an added 10 percent credit for 

Oregon-based payroll. In Illinois, a base credit of 30 percent is available and an additional 15 

percent credit on salaries for Illinois residents that live in an economically disadvantaged area 

(at least 10 percent unemployment). 

• Many of the states with incentives that do not require or offer additional awards for hiring 

state residents only offer credits on wages paid to state residents. 

Residency requirements vary state-to-state but usually consist of one or more of me following: 

• An individual domiciled and who maintains a permanent residence in the state; 

• Possess a valid state issued drivers license; 

• Filed as a resident on the most recent state tax return; andlor 

• Reside in the state for a specified number of days prior to the commencement of the projects 

production. 

The attached table provides additional information . 

1 States withour film incentives are: Arizona, Delaware, Indiana, N ebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire and South Dakota. 
Iowa, Kansas and New Jersey have tempotarily suspended their existing progtams. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
Statel Local Hire requirement in . order incentive/credit/rebate 

" 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive! credit! rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition oflocal resident 

Alabama No. Yes. Base credit of25%. Payroll paid to A natural person and, for the purpose of determining 

Alabama residents receive a credit of 35%. eligibility for the incentives provided by this article. 
any person domiciled in the State of Alabama and 
any other person who maintains a permanent place 
of abode within the state and spends in the aggregate 
more than six months of each year within the State of 
Alabama. 

Alaska No. Yes. Base Credit 30%. Wages paid to Alaska A person establishes residency in the state by being 
residents receive an additional 10% credit. physically present in the state with the intent to 

remain in the state indefinitely and to make a home 
in the state. 

(b) A person demonstrates the intent required 
under (a) of this section 

(1) by IJ?aintaining a principal place of abode in 
the state for at least 30 days or. for a longer p~riod if a 
longer period is required by law or regulation; and 

(2) by providing other proof of intent as may 
be required by law or regulation, which may include 
proof that the person is not claiming residency 
outside the state or obtaining benefits under a claim 
of residency outside the state. 

(c) A person who establishes residency in the 
state remains a resident during an absence from the 
state unless during the absence the person establishes 
or claims residency in another state, territory, or 
country, or performs other acts or is absent under 
circumstances that are inconsistent with the intent 
required under (a) of this section to remain a resident 
of this state. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and DefInition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
Statel Local Hire requirement in order incentive/credit/rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Arizona No film incentive/credit/rebate. 

Arkansas No. Yes. Base rebare of 15% plus an addirional "Resident" means natural persons and includes for 
10% rebate for the payroll ofbdow-the-line the purpose of determining eligibility for the rebate 
employees who are full-time residents of incentive provided by this subchapter. a person 
Arkansas. domiciled in Arkansas and who maintains a 

permanent residence within the state and spends at 
least six (6) months of the taxable year within the 
state; 

California No. No. NIA 

Colorado Ye5. In order for the project to No. Must maintain a residence in Colorado. usually 
meet state incentive guidelines. at supported with a driver's license. 
least 25% of the workforce on 
every project must be Colorado 
residents. 

Connecticut No. No. NIA 

Delaware No film incentive/credit/rebate. 

Florida* Yes, A production does not No. A person who is either (a) a legal resident of the 
qualifY for the credit if less than State, as demonstrated by a valid Florida driver's 
50% for the first tvvo years of the license or other State-issued identification 
program, and 60% thereafter, of accompanied by a completed and signed Declaration 
the positions that make up its of Florida Residency Form, or (b) a student enrolled 
production cast and below-the- full-time in a film-and-entertainment-related course 
line production crew or, in the of study at an institution of higher education in the' 
case of a digital media projects, State. 
less than 750/0 of such positions 
are filled by Florida residents. 

Georgia No. No. No. 

Hawaii No. No. No. 
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'. State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
State! Local Hire requirement in order incentivel credit! rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Idaho' Yes. At least 20% of crew must be No. Idaho's media production rebate remains unfunded 
Idaho residents (will slide up to due to state budget deficits. Oune, 2011). QualifYing 
30% over time). criteria and rules will be available upon 

implementation. 

Illinois· No' Yes.* Base credit 30%. An additional 15% An Illinois resident qualifies as someone who. has a 
tax credit on salaries of individual Illinois valid Illinois state 1D or drivers license, issued prior 
residents (making at least $1,000 in total to commencement of pr~duction. 
wages) that live in an economically 
disadvantaged area (at least 10% 
unemployment) . 

Indiana 
, 

No·film incentivelcreditlrebate. 

Iowa Program has been suspentkd 

Kansas Program has been suspended 

Kentucky No. No. No. 

Louisiana No. Yes. Base credit 30%. An additional payroll A natural person domiciled in the state of Louisiana. 
credit of 5% for employing Louisiana Domicile may be established: 
residents. a) by maintaining a permanent place of abode within 

the state and spending in the aggregate more than six 
months of each year in the state; or by ~greeing in 
writing t~,file a Form IT 540 or Form IT 540B as 
applicable, fcir the taxable year employed by the 
motion picture production company, provided the 
person subsequently HIes the form and pays any 
Louisiana"income taxes due. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
State/ Local Hire requirement in order incentivel crewtl rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Maine No. Yes. Base credit ofl 0% for wages paid to "Resident of Maine" means a person who: 
non-Maine residents. A certified production A. Filed as a resident individual under Part 8 on that 
company is allowed a reimbursement equal person's most recently filed Maine income tax returnj 
to 12% of certified production wages paid to 
employees who are residents of Maine. B. Could have filEd as a resident individual under 

Part 8 if a return had been required in a case where 
no income tax return was required; or 

C. Was claimed, or could have been claimed, as a 
dependent on the Maine income tax return of an 
individual who ftled as a resident individual under 
Part 8 on the ftler's most recently filed Maine income 
tax return. 

Maryland No. No. N/A 

Massachusetts No. No. N/A 

Michigan No. Yes. Base credit 27%. Michigan petsonnd To be a resident of Michigan for tax purposes you 
expenditures qualifY for a 32% refund .. must be domiciled in Michigan. Your domicile is 

your permanent home; it is the place to which you 
intend to return after any temporary absence. You 
can have only one domicile. A change in domicile is 
established only by establishing a physical presence in 
a new location with an intent to abandon your old 
domicile and make a home in the new location 
permanently or indefinitdy. 

Minnesota Yes. An digible project must fill No. A Minnesota resident is someone who is currently 
three of the five following living in Minnesota with a permanent 
positions with a current address/driver's license. 
Minnesota resident: Producer, 

. "Director, Director 0 Photography, 
Writer or Line Producer. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
State/ Local Hire requirement in order incentive! crediil rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Mississippi No. Yes. A base 25% cash rebate on payroll paid "Resident" or "resident of Mississippi" means a 
[0 non-resident cast and crew. A production natural person, anq for the purpose of determining 
is digible for a 30% cash rebate on payroll eligibility for the rebate provided by Section 57-89-7, 
paid to resident cast and crew. any person domiciled in the State of Mississippi and 

any other person who maintains a permanent place 
of abode within the state and spends in the aggregate 
more than six (6) months of each year within the 
state. 

Missouri No. Yes.* 30 percent ci'edit for out-of-state cast A person residing in Missouri more than 180 days 
and crew when Missouri inco~e taxes are before the start of a film produ~tion for whiCh film 
withheld. A production company can tax credit expenditures are being claimed. 
qualify for up to 35 percenf for Missouri 
resident cast and ctew. 

Montana* No. No. NIA 

Nebraska No film incentivelcredit/rehate. 

Nevada 
. 

No film incentive/credit/rehate. 

New No film incentive/credit/rehate. 
Hampshire 

New Jersey Program has been suspended 

New Mexico No. No. NIA 

New York No. No. NIA 

Norm No. No. NIA 
Carolina 

Norm Dakota No. No. NIA 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
Statel Local Hire requirement in order incentive/credit/rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Ohio No. Yes. Base credit 25%. 35 % for Ohio Production personnel (cast and crew) are considered 
resident wages on eligible productions. a resident if they are in Ohio for mO.re than 60 days 

before an agreement is approved. Residency must be 
. proven with an Ohio driver's license or an Ohio 

voter's registration card. 

Oklahoma No. No. NIA 

Oregon* No. Yes. Base rebate is 20% of goods/services "Resident" or "resident of this state" means: 

and an additional 10% for Oregon-based (A) An individual who is domiciled in this state 
payroll. Projects that spend a minimum of unless the individual: 
$lm in the state can receive an additional (i) Maintains no permanent place of abode in this 

rebate of 6.2% fOr payroll for which Oregon state; 

withholding applies, for a total rebate of (ii) Does maintain a permanent place of abode 

.\6.2% for Oregon-based payroll elsewhere; and 
(iii) Spends in the aggregate not more than 30 days 
in the taxable year in this state; or 
(B) An individualwho is not domiciled in this state 
but maintains a permanent _place of abode in this 
state and spends in the aggregate more than 200 days 
of the taxable year in this state unless the individual 
proves that the individual is in. the state only for a 
temporary or transitory purpose. 

, Pennsylvania No. No. NIA 

Pueno Rico No. Yes. Base credit of 20%. 40% tax credit on Puerto Rico Resident" - an individual who meets the 
:ill payments to Puerto Rico Residents. requirements set forth in section 1411 (a) (25) of the 

Code and a corporation. 

Rhode Island No. No. NIA 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount ofIncreased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

, 
Increased or additional 

Statel Local Hire requirement in order incentive/credit/rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

South No. Yes. * The wages of all South Carolina To be a resident of South Carolina for the purposes 
Carolina* residents and all non-resident performing of claiming the Wage Rebate. you must be domiciled 

artists (including stunt performers) are in South Carolina. Your domicile is your permanent 
eligible for the maximum 20% rebate. The homej it is the place to which you intend to return 
wages of all other non-residents. including after any temporary absence. You can only have one 
crew, are eligible for a 10% rehate up to domicile. A change in domicile is established only be 
$3.500 pec person. establishing a physical presence in a new location 

with an intent to abandon your old domicile and 
make a home in the new location permanently or 
indefinitely. 

South Dakota No film incentive/credit/rebate. 

Tennessee No. No. NIA 

Texas* Yes. 70% of the paid ccew and No. Texas resident--An individual who is a permanent 
paid cast (including extras) must resident of Texas for at least 120 days prior to the 
be Texas Residents unless it is Principal Start Date of the project and who has 
determined and certified by the completed a Declaration of Texas Residency Form. 
Texas Film Commission that a 
sufficient number of qualified 
crew and cast (including extras) 
are not available and every effort 
has been made by the production 
to meet the requirement by the 
principal start date. 

Utah No. Yes. Base credit up to 20%. A motion A "Utah Resident" has lived in Utah foc the entite 
picture company carl receive an additional year. even if temporarily outside ·ofUtah for an 
5% credit if a production company fulfills extended length of time. (yeats in certain situations); 
certain requirements. in~luding: employing a or maintains a permanent home in Utah. even if you 
significant percentage of cast and crew from lived outside Utah, and spent a total of 183 or more 
Utah. days of the taxable year in Utah; and is required to 

pay tax income tax in the· State of Utah. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount ofIncreased Credit for Hiring Residenrsand DefInition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
Statel Local Hire ;~quirement in order incentive! credit! rebate 

./ 

Jurisdictio.n to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Vermont No. No. NIA 

Virginia No. Yes.* Base credit of 15%. A production "Virginia Resident" means an individual domiciled 
company is allowed an additional credit of in Virginia at any time during the taxable year and . 10 % to 20% of aggregate payroll for every other individual who, for an aggregate of more 
Virginia residents employed in connection than 183 days of the taxable year, maintained his 
with the motion picture production. place of abode within Virginia, whether domiciled in 

Virginia or not. 

Washington No.* No. NIA 

West Virginia No. Yes. 27% base, plus 4% for 10 or more 
resident crew or talent hires. .. 

Wisconsin No. No. NIA 

Wyoming No. No. NIA 

I 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Statel 
Jurisdiction 

Notes: 

Local Hire requirement in order 
to receive incentive/credit/rebate? 

Increased or additional 
incentive! credit! rebate 

for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Florida: Any qualifIed produccion that employs smclents enrolled full-time in a Him and entertainment-related or digital media-related course of study at an 
institution of higher education in this state is eligible for an additional15-percent tax credit on qualified expenditures that are wages, salaries. or other 
compensation paid to such students. The additional 15-percent tax credit shall also be applicable to persons hired within 12 months of graduating from a 
film,and entertainment-related or digital media-related course of study at an i,nstitution of higher education in this state. The additional 15-percenr tax 
credit shall apply to qualified expenditures that are wages, salaries, or other compensation paid to such recent graduates for 1 year from the date of hiring. 

Idaho: Idaho's media production rebate remains unfunded due ro state budget deficits. Uune, 2011). 

Illinois: The Illinois Film Production Tax Credit Act, which offers producers a credit of30% of all qualified expenditures. Illinois Production Spending 
includes tangible, personal property and services purchased from Illinois vendors and compensation paid to Illinois resident employees. Compensation 
maxi~um is $100,000 for each Illinois resident employee. 

Missouri: State Tax Credits are issued to a qualified film production company for up to 35 percent of the amount expended in Missouri (or up to 30 
percent for qualifying out~of-state cast and crew when Missouri income taxes are withheld) for production or production-related activities to facilitate ftlm 
production in Missouri. 

Montana: Montana offers a refundable tax credit to qualified production companies that film in Montana. Production companies earn a 14% refundable 
tax credit on the first $50,000 in wages paid to Montana crew members, and a 9% refundable tax credit based on qualified Montana expenditures by the 
production company. To be a resident of Mont ana fo.! tax purposes, you are required to be do~iciled in Montana. Your domicile is your permanent home; 
it is the place to which you intend to return after any temporary absence. You c:in have only one domicile. A change in domicile is established only by 
establishing a physical presence in a new location with intent to abandon your old domicile and make a home in the new location permanently or 
indefinitely. 

Oregon: In addition to the standard program Otegon has a rebate for /neal filmmakers only: (i,OPIF) - rebates 20% of goodslservices and 10% of Oregon
based payroll (including fringe benefits). Applies to projects spending a minimum of $75.000 and less than $750,000 in Oregon for any single project or 
season of a series. The local filmmaker must hire at least 80% Oregon crew, contract with a CPA for payroll services and carry production insurance .. 

South Carolina: Qualified Production is eligible for a wage rebate up to twenty percent (20%) for the persons employed in conjunction with the South 
Carolina production. The wages of all South Carolina residents and all non-resident performing artists (including stunt performers) are eligible for the 
maximum 20% rebate. The wages of all other non-residents, including crew, are eligible for a 10% rebate up to $3.500 per person. However, depending 
upon the project, this amount may be negotiated to the full 20% rebate. 
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State Film Incentives/Credits/Rebate: 
Local Resident Hiring Requirements, Amount of Increased Credit for Hiring Residents and Definition of "Legal Resident" 

Increased or additional 
State! Local Hire requirement in order incentivel credit! rebate 
Jurisdiction to receive incentive/credit/rebate? for hiring local residents? Definition of local resident 

Texas: (a) Feature Films and Television Programs must select the Texas Spend Option or the Texas Wage Option for their projects when submitting an 
application to the program. The selected option maybe changed after the application is submitted, but not after the formal grant agreement has been 
signed. Grant awards will be calculated as follows: 

(1) Texas Spend Option--projects with total eligible in-state spending of. 
(A) At least $250,000 but less than $1 million will be eligible to teceive a grant equal to 5% of eligible in-state spending. 
(B) At least $1 million but less than $5 million will be eligible to receive a grant equal to 10% of eligible in-state spending. 
(C) At least $5 million will be eligible to receive a grant equal to 15% of eligible in-state spending. 

(2) Texas Wage Option-projects with total eligible in-state spending of: 
(A) At least $250,000 but less than $1 million will be eligible to receive a grant equal to 8% of eligible Wages paid to Texas Residents. 
(B) At least $1 million but less than $5 million will be eligible to receive a grant equal to 17% of eligible Wages paid to Texas Residents. 
(C) At least $5 million will be eligible to receive a grant equal to 25% of eligible Wages paid to Texas Residents. 

Virginia: Additional Virginia Resident First-Time Industry Employee Credit: In addition to the above outlined credits, companies may claim a credit of 10 

percent of their total aggregate' payroll for Virginia residents who are employed as first time actors or first time members of a production crew in connection 

with a production in Virginia. 

Washington: In order to qualify an applicant must demonstrate that every effort will be made to maximize the hiring of local cast, crew and production and 

support services 

Source: NCSL calculations, 
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State of Florida- Office of Film & Entertainment 
DECLARATION OF FLORIDA RESIDENCY 

Purpose: Film, television, commercial and digital media production companies claiming wages or salaries paid to 
Florida residents for work performed on a qualified production in Florida under Florida's incentive program must 
complete this declaration of residency for each resident. All production companies must retain this form in its 
records and submit a copy to the Office of Film & Entertaimnent when submitting verifying documentation for the 
tax credits. Additional documentation is required. See item #3 below. 

Name Social Security-Number 

Permanent Residence - physical address 

City I State and Zip Code Home Telephone Number 

Title of Film or Entertainment Project Production Company 

1. Is employee presently a resident of Florida? See ReSidency below. 

2. Does employee anticipate changing hislher residency status during the thne expected to work on this project? 

3. The productiou compauy must provide at least one of the following. and attach to this document: 

o A copy of employee's valid Florida driver's license. 
Enter the driver's license number: Expiration Date: ___ _ 

o A copy of employee's current Florida voter registration. 
Enter the registering county: 

o A copy of employee's most recent personal income.tax return. 

o Other. Indicate type. If employee cannot provide one ofthe previous three forms of evidence, other evidence may be 
acceptable. For example, a minor may present parent's proof of residency. Other evidence must be clear and convincing, 
and show intent to maintain a permanent residence in Florida. Proof of ownership of property or establishing an abode in 
Florida is not acceptable unless suppleme~ted by other information showing intent. 

4. Police Officers who are unable to provide a driver's license must provide the following two items: 

Precinct #: ________ _ Badge#: ________ _ 

Residency. To be a resident of Florida you must be domiciled in Florida. Your domicile is your permanent home; 
it is the place to which you intend to return after any temporary absence. You can have only one domicile. A 
change of domicile is established only by establishing a physical presence in a new location with intent to abandon 
your old domicile and make a home in the new location permanently or indefinitely. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that I have examined this document and to the best of my knowledge 
and belief it is true, correct and complete. 

Signature (Employee) 

Signature (producer, Production Manager or Production Coordinator) 

DSBD 1254-5 (12/10) - Page 1 of 1 
Declaration of Florida Residency 
Florida Entertainment Industry Financiallncenti'ile Program 

Date 

Date 



Sample Florida Qualified Expenditures Budget 
The following is meant as a helpful guide, and not an exact list, of what are considered qualified 

expenditures for Florida's incentive program. Qualified expenditures are for pre-production, production, 
and post-production (NOT for development. marketing, publicity or distribution.) 

THE FOLLOWING BUDGET ASSUMES, WHERE 'YES'IS DESIGNATED, THAT THE PERSON HIRED 
OR VENDOR BEING PAID IS A FLORIDA RESIDENT OR FLORIDA BUSINESS. 

i covers expenses pre-
production, production and post. Story rights, 

screenplay cost, writer, etc. are considered 

See above 

REMINDER: Only the wages of FL residents are 
considered qualified expenditures 



111-04 YES 

111-06 YES 
Travel-to YES 

111-08 

YES 

YES 

If booked trough a Florida Travel Agency. 

Florida resident employee as part of their 
compensation are gualified expenditures. Payroll 

handling fees count only if paid to a FL payroll 
company. 

RE: SALARIES, WAGES & OTH ER 
COMPENSATION: The first $400,000 paid to a 

Florida resident employee is considered a qualified 
expenditure. No additional rebate is given for any 

amount in excess of $400,000. Any payment included 
on a FL resident employee's check is considered part 

of their total salary, wage and other compensation, 
including PER DIEM for food, housing or location 

expenses. These are qualified expenditures not only 
for the percentage rebate, but for reaching the 

$400,000 limit per employee. Fringes are included in 
the $400,000 salary limit. Any contractual obligation 
made to a FL resi dent employee that is not cash, but 
has monetary value, should be included in calculating 

the total of the 
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entertainment insurance provider; E&O Insu rnace is 
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Please remember that the previous budget assumes. where 'YES' is designated. that the oerson hired or vendor being 
paid Is a Florida resident or a Florida business. Again, this list is meant as a helpful guide, and not an exact list, of what 

are considered qualified expenditures for Florida's incentive program. If you have any questions please contact the 
Office of ,Film and Entertainment a! (850) 410-4765. 



      
Blue Water Multimedia, LLC
401 Kamake'e Street #305
Honolulu, HI  96817
(808) 255-9761

February 13th, 2012 

TO:  Senator Carol Fukunaga, Chair 
Senator Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair 
Members of the Committee on Economic Development and Technology 

DATE:  Monday, February 13th, 2012 
TIME: 2:30pm 
PLACE:  Conference Room 016, State Capitol 

Re:  SB 2111 RELATING TO FILM AND DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT.

FROM:  Quest Kennelly, Partner,  Blue Water Multimedia LLC

Blue Water Multimedia LLC is in support of the intent of SB 2111 relating to film and digital media 
industry development in Hawaii.  We believe that the enactment of SB 2111 will lead to growth in the 
state's film and digital media sectors.

Blue Water Multimedia started creating visual effects for broadcast television in 2006.  Rather than 
seek employment at the established 3D and VFX studios on the mainland, the founders started their 
own company here in Hawaii.  Our work has won multiple advertising awards over the years and we 
have also branched out into iPhone/iPad application development, website design and production.  

There are currently three full partners at the company and we regularly hire independent, local 
subcontractors as needed.  We hope to take on as many full time employees as possible provided that 
our project workload continues to increase.

Prior incarnations of the production tax credit have done a very good job of drawing large film and 
television productions to Hawaii.  The economic benefits have been significant but there are 
drawbacks: pre-production and post production work is not covered and tends to stay on the mainland. 
Workers are often imported rather than hired locally and many of the jobs created once filming starts 
evaporate once filming ceases. 

The vision that we share with the other digital media companies and independent content producers in 
support of this bill is more holistic.  We foresee permanent, rewarding employment for full time 
residents in an industry with a small ecological footprint that draws revenue and exports content 
internationally.

With the amendments proposed in cooperation with our industry peers we look forward to the passage 
and enactment of SB 2111.

Thank you very much for considering our testimony.
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DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & TOURISM

 No. 1 Capitol District Building, 250 South Hotel Street, 5th Floor, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813  Telephone:  (808) 586-2355

    Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 2359, Honolulu, Hawaii 96804     Fax: (808) 586-2377
    Web site:  www.hawaii.gov/dbedt 

Statement of
RICHARD C. LIM

Director
Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism

before the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

Monday, February 13, 2012
2:30 p.m.

State Capitol, Conference Room 016
in consideration of

SB2111 Proposed SD1
RELATING TO FILM AND DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT


Chair Fukunaga, Vice Chair Wakai, and Members of the Committee.

The Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism (DBEDT) offers 

comments on SB2111 Proposed SD1, which proposes increases to the Motion Picture, Television 

and Digital Media refundable tax credit (HRS 235-17) by 10% on the existing base of 15% and 

20%, effectively raising the credit to 25% on Oahu and 30% for qualified productions on all 

neighbor islands. This proposal also raises the cap on total tax claim from $8M to $16M per 

project, and changes the repeal date to January 1, 2027.  The proposed draft also combines an 

infrastructure tax credit originally in SB2462 and other amendments.

We support the intent of this bill, however, we are concerned about the cost implications 

of this proposal.   

We believe it is prudent to maintain the current level of tax credits and prefer SB 2741, 

the Administration’s bill which broadens the criteria for qualifying productions, eliminates the 

restriction on internet-only distribution and extends the current sunset date of 2015 to 2020.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this measure.

NEIL ABERCROMBIE
GOVERNOR

RICHARD C. LIM
DIRECTOR

MARY ALICE EVANS
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
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 Testimony to 

 Senate Committee on Economic Development and Technology 

 Monday, February 13, 2012 

 By:  Stephan D. Smith 

 President, SHM Partners/Film Studio Group 

 

  

 915 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1780 Los Angeles, CA 90017 

 P: (213) 680-7402 Email: ssmith@shmpartners.net 

 

SB 2111 SD1—Relating to Taxation 

Senator Carol Fukunaga, Chair; Senator Glenn Wakai, Vice Chair 

I am writing in support of a State infrastructure credit, or its equivalent, for purpose-built studio facilities 

because without it the type of studio infrastructure necessary to attract continuous production and 

establish a sustainable film and television industry in Hawaii will not happen.   This could take the form 

of a straight credit of at least 25% or a larger credit tied to some form of security and/or repayment.   

It’s clear that production is increasingly gravitating to places with studios, so jurisdictions which have 

supported studio infrastructure have set themselves apart from those offering only location 

opportunities by dramatically increasing local expenditures (location spending typically amounts to well 

under 50% of total production cost) and building an industry comprised of skilled, high paying jobs.   

The lure of Hawaii for producers of visual content is incontrovertible—over 50 years of television 

production and nearly 100 years of filmmaking, not to mention hundreds of commercials.  Lately, the hit 

television show, Hawaii Five-0, and the Oscar nominated film, Descendants, have brought much 

attention, and an attendant boost in tourism, to the State similar to what Lord of the Rings did for New 

Zealand.  

Interestingly, the State also boasts an abnormally high incidence of creative, media-savvy young 

people.  However, unless there is public investment in infrastructure, Hawaii, which is already relatively 

expensive, will progressively lose productions to alternative tropical locations which offer studio 

facilities.  This will inevitably lead to an ever greater exodus of students graduating in media disciplines 

seeking job opportunities elsewhere. 

The film business is evolving, and modern stage facilities, along with a predictable film incentive 

regime, are needed in order for the State to meet rising competition and to build a stable industry with a 

consistent, well compensated employment base rather than endure the boom-and-bust of the location-

based business.  
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